We report measurements of the temperature dependence of the optical reflectivity, i.e., the thermoreflectance dR/dT, of 18 metallic elements at two laser wavelengths commonly used in ultrafast pump-probe experiments, 1.55 µm and 785 nm. The thermoreflectance is determined using time-domain thermoreflectance combined with measurements of the laser power and spot size and comparisons between the data and quantitative modeling of the temperature evolution at the surface of the sample. At a laser wavelength of 1.55 µm, four elements within this set of samples, Nb, Re, Ta, and V, have dR/dT comparable to or larger than 0.6 10
Introduction
The rate of change in the optical reflectivity of a metal film as a function of temperature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] -i.e., dR/dT, or "thermoreflectance"-is widely employed as a thermometry in measurements of the thermal transport properties of materials [8] [9] [10] [11] , high spatial resolution imaging of heat dissipation [12] , and analytical methods based on the propagation of thermal waves [13, 14] . Our main interest is in the use of metal film transducers in ultrafast measurements of thermal transport by time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR). TDTR is a pump-probe optical technique based on modelocked laser oscillator as the light source [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Ti:sapphire lasers paired with Al films are a common combination of laser wavelength and metal film transducer in TDTR studies of the thermal conductivity of materials [19] . Al has an exceptionally large thermoreflectance at optical wavelengths near 800 nm [6] . The other desirable properties of Al thin films are high thermal conductivity and good adherence to most substrates. On the other hand, the low melting point of Al prevents its use at high temperatures and, even at temperatures far below the melting point of Al, Al may chemically react or form alloys with many materials of interest. Furthermore, we have recently observed that the thermoreflectance of Al has an undesirable high sensitivity to pressure and crosses through zero at hydrostatic pressures near 6 GPa [20] .
The principal goals of this work are i) to identify practical alternatives to Al for TDTR measurements at high temperatures and high pressures; and ii) to identify which metallic elements provide high thermoreflectance near the fundamental wavelength of ultrafast Er:fiber lasers, 1.55 µm. Measurements of how the thermoreflectance changes as a function of optical wavelength have been reported in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] but, in most cases, dR/dT has not previously reported on an absolute scale. (Refs. 6 and 7 are notable exceptions.) The relatively low-cost, small footprint, and high reliability of Er:fiber lasers make this technology an appealing option for TDTR measurements. If high thermoreflectance transducers can be identified, then inexpensive low-power Er:fiber lasers could utilized as compact laser sources for TDTR experiments.
Experimental Details
The 17 high-purity bulk metal samples are components of commercially available "element standards" that are used for calibration in x-ray emission intensity in analytical scanning electron microscopy. (Typically these types of element standards are supplied with a thin carbon coating; we removed the carbon films by mechanical polishing: the final polishing step uses 20 nm colloidal alumina.). We supplemented these bulk samples We use time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) to measure the thermoreflectance coefficient dR/dT of the bulk and thin film samples [15] [16] [17] [18] . We use a Ti:sapphire laser as the light source for measurements at λ=785 nm and Er:fiber laser for measurements at λ=1.55 µm. In a TDTR experiment, the output of the laser is split into pump and probe beams. The pump beam is modulated by a 50% duty cycle at 10 MHz by an electro-optical modulator; a mechanical delay stage advances the arrival time of the pump optical pulses relative to the probe optical pulses. The probe beam is mechanically chopped at audio frequency so that lock-in detection can be used to eliminate background created by coherent rf pick-up and diffusely scattered light from the pump beam.
The pump and probe beams are focused on the sample surface by a 10 microscope objective. Using our Ti:sapphire laser system, the 1/e 2 radii of the focused laser beams are 8 µm; with the Er:fiber laser, the 1/e 2 radii are 12 µm. Pump and probe powers incident on the sample surface were varied depending on the signal strength. For most samples and the Ti:sapphire laser system, the average pump power is 16 mW and the average probe power is 8 mW; for the Er:fiber laser, the typical combination of pump and probe powers is 21 mW an 6.3 mW, respectively. The reflected probe beam is recollimated by the microscope objective and then weakly focused on a small area photodiode detector. The output of the photodiode passes through a resonant band-pass filter, and then an rf preamplifier with a voltage gain of 5, before connecting to the input of the rf lockin. The rf lock-in amplifier is synchronized to the modulation frequency of the pump beam. The output of the rf lock-in is measured by two computer-based audio frequency lock-in amplifiers that are synchronized to the chopping frequency of the probe.
Results and Discussion
We have previously described how the signals acquired in a TDTR measurement can be accurately modeled if the optical and thermal parameters of the experiment are well-characterized [17] . We determine the thermoreflectance dR/dT from the following relationship:
where G is the gain of the preamplifier, Q is the quality factor of resonant circuit, V(t) is the voltage signal measured by the rf-lockin amplifier at a delay time between pump and probe of t, V 0 is the average dc voltage generated by the photodiode detector. R is optical reflectivity of the metal, and is temperature excursion calculated using the thermal The reflectivity of the sample is a critical parameter in this calculation because A 0 =(1-R)P 0 , where P 0 is the average power of the pump beam incident on the sample, especially when the reflectivity is high. In principle, if the samples were perfectly specular, we could measure R by measuring the power in the reflected probe beam and calibrating this measurement using a sample with a known specularly reflectivity. In practice, however, the morphology of the element standard samples is not perfect and some fraction of the probe power is reflected diffusely. Therefore, we have chosen to use values for (1-R) from previous studies of the optical properties of the elements [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
We Our measurements of dR/dT for Al are in good agreement with a prior quantitative study [6] . We do not expect perfect agreement between our results and Ref. 6 because the state of strain in our experiment is not the same; in Ref 6, the Al sample is unstrained while in our experiment, heating of the near-surface region of the Al sample produces a biaxial compressive stress in the near-surface region due to thermal expansion.
Since strain also has some effect on optical reflectivity, our measurements of dR/dT include a small strain component.
The combination of high melting point and high dR/dT of Ta will be useful attributes for application at high temperatures. We point out, however, that room temperature deposition of Ta thin films typically produces the β phase of Ta and the β phase has an undesirably small thermal conductivity for TDTR measurements. The α (bcc) phase of Ta requires either high temperature annealing, deposition at elevated temperatures, or the use of a less refractive bcc metal as a nucleation layers [22] [23] [24] . At a wavelength of 785 nm, the thermoreflectance of Ta is close to its maximum value [1] .
Our measurement of the thermoreflectance of Au, 0. properties for TDTR experiments-oxidation resistance, high thermal conductivity and high reflectivity, but the extremely small optical absorption demands the use of high laser powers. We have previously discussed the use of dilute Au(Pd) alloys in ultrafast transient absorption experiments [25] . By adding 5 at % Pd to Au, the thermoreflectance doubles, the absorbance triples, and the absolute magnitude of V(t) increases by a factor of 6. This improvement in the TDTR signal level makes dilute Au(Pd) alloy a practical transducer in TDTR experiments.
Conclusion
We used time-domain thermoreflectance to measure the values of dR/dT for 18 elements at 1.55 µm and 785 nm. We anticipate that this compilation of data will assist in the design and selection of materials for TDTR experiments that employ Er:fiber and Ti:sapphire laser sources. 
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